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Abstract

The miniaturization of the calorimetric devices to ‘nano-sized’ scale reduces progressively the avail-
able surface of the heat flux detectors with an increase in systematic uncertainty. By means of sev-
eral Joule and laser signals, the positional effects in ‘liquid microcalorimeter’ micro-sized chip are
evaluated. This allows the introduction of a 3-D coefficient, modifying the standard Joule sensitiv-
ity. The shape factor includes the surface and the volume effects.
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Introduction

The conduction calorimeter began in 1930 starting with Tian’s calorimeter [1]. Later
on, Calvet introduced improvements in the base-line stability and in resolution of the
experimental system [2]. Toward 1960 the device became a system of widespread
use. Series of modifications and a progressive computerization allow the diversity of
current calorimeters that provides results in chemical analysis with relative easiness.
Today, it is possible to operate at constant and/or programmable temperature and,
even, using complex programming as in the case of AC calorimeters. Following the
industrial requirements accurate results are expected and, also, a progressive decrease
of the mass quantities of reactants is requested. In fact, a progressive miniaturization
of the devices needs an increase of the Seebeck effect. The Fe-constantan, the
chromel-constantan, the doped bismuth telluride and Al–Si in the recent flat
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nano-sized calorimeter (Si-based) are the main steps in the last seventy years (from
1930 to 2000) [3–4].

The design conditions have progressively reduced the detector surface. That is,
the surface fraction that surrounds the reaction volume and that is endowed with de-
tecting elements has decreased from nearly 80% (in Tian or Calvet classical calorim-
eters) until, practically zero (only a line of ‘warm’ junctions) in actual semiconductor
devices. This progressive reduction of the detecting surface around the crucible does
not affect the reproducibility of the experimental results and does not avoid other dif-
ficulties. The uncertainty related to systematic errors or, in other words, the insuffi-
cient formulation relating the experimental curves with the intrinsic physical phe-
nomena is a recurrent subject in conduction calorimetry [5]. The misunderstanding
between resolution and accuracy by means of conduction calorimeter has produced
controversial results. For instance, in shape memory alloys (SMA), a solid-solid
phase transition, the calorimetric measurements have produced erroneous interpreta-
tions. Several criticisms can be found in literature [6–7].

In the results, obtained via temperature programmed devices, the existence of
relevant divergences with sample positioning is relatively easy to be visualized. Fig-
ure 1 shows the change in the measured energy determined from the curve surface us-
ing a classical equipment: the Differential Scanning Calorimeter 2910 MDSC, TA In-
struments, 19971. The measured energy is a function of the radial position of the in-
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Fig. 1 Calibration procedures in a classical DSC system via melting of an indium sam-
ple (19.0 mg) (TA Instrument 2910 MDSC V4.3 B). Scatter of measurements
related to the sample positioning. Left: radial changes inside the crucible.
Right: dependence with the thickness of the steel slide (situated between the in-
dium sample and the crucible bottom). Open square: cold working on steel
slides (one step). Full square: two steps of cold working. Arrow: standard result
via the method provided by the manufacturer

1 The operator’s manual reads: ‘To obtain accurate experimental results you should calibrate each
standard DSC cell [...] For the best results [...] For precise experimental results [...] Calibration is
performed in instrument’s calibration mode, which is accessed through the controller [...].’



dium sample inside the container (Fig. 1 left). Also, the result changes with the z-axis
position of the sample. A thin cylindrical slide of memory steel located between the
crucible and the indium sample determines the z-axis position. The sensitivity also
changes with the previous cold working induced in the steel slide (one or two steps of
thickness reduction with ratio of 10:3). Intermediate thickness is obtained via slide
polishing. The structural changes probably modify the thermal conductivity. In
Fig. 1, the extreme changes of the measured energy with or without a slide of 1 mm
thick are close to 7 per cent. The manufacturer’s method only furnishes the value in-
dicated by the arrow and the observed differences relate to a systematic uncertainty.
In the solid–solid transformations, as SMA, sparse results, related to mass, sample
geometry and previous eventual cold working on the samples, are expected.

The differences between the standard calibrations and the intrinsic characteris-
tics of the actual dissipation produce the systematic error. This remains a classical
and older discussion clearly recognized in a conference held in Marseilles and real-
ized in 19652 but authoritative argument by Calvet stops the discussion3 [8]. Today, in
isothermal as in temperature programmed, the systems reduce their relative detecting
surface. For each geometrical, thermal and configuration of the dissipation only a re-
duced and different fraction of global dissipated heat is detected.

In isothermal work of miniaturized systems several problems converge simulta-
neously. In the first place, the standard ideas [1–2, 10] need to be modified. The position
effects can be visualized and, eventually, systematized to establish experimental rules.
Also, from the heat transfer equation (as Fourier equation), the classical elementary mod-
els [1–2, 11] can be enhanced. In the second place, other relevant effects related to sur-
face tension, vapor pressure and mixing difficulties need to be quantified. Indeed, the di-
mensions of the enclosures reduce the mixture processes to diffusive transfer between
separate flows as in laminar movement [13]. The energy measurement relates two essen-
tial limitations: The reaction is not carried out completely and, also, part of the produced
energy moves outside of the detection area by the fluid flow.

The quantification of isothermal measurements in micro-sized calorimeters as
XENSOR Liquid Micro Calorimeter (LCM) deposed in a Si-surface [3] behaves to
carry out an evaluation of their characteristics in two suitable levels. The first one, in-
side the reaction volume, the second one, the influences associated with the fluid me-
chanics. The complete set of the observations presupposes the construction of models
that they represent with more correction the characteristics of the experimental sys-
tems. A particular thermodynamic model describing each process (i.e. mixture of
pure liquids or dilution) is also necessary, for instance [14].
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2 ‘Why do you not believe that the calibration using the Joule effect is not totally satisfactory?
According to Calvet’s book all the phenomena, which are produced within the interior of the
calorimeter cell, can be measured with this type of calibration, [...], an excellent calibration is
obtained independent of the type of flow distribution in the cell [...] [8].

3 ‘The same total area will always be obtained independently of the type of thermogram or the
distortions occasioned by the variations of the position in the cell’s interior, [...] What changes is the
form according to the position of the thermal source within the interior of the cell. The effect is
important in thermokinetics but in calorimeters it is irrelevant’ [8]. See in [9] several comments and
criticisms to the Conference Proceedings.



In this work, with metrological target, the link between the sensitivity changes
and the position of the energy dissipation is quantified. First at all, using a laser beam,
the position dependence on the working surface (x-y coordinates) is analyzed. In a re-
acting chamber, conceived for continuous mixture analysis, using a Pt resistance, the
z-dependence is determined. From the experimental measurements a volume shape
factor, modifying the standard Joule calibration suggested by the manufacturer, is es-
tablished.

Experimental

Two similar experimental equipment based in XENSOR are developed in Barcelona
{a} and Freiberg {b}. To analyze the dependence of the position of the dissipation on
the chip free surface (x-y coordinates) a conventional red laser pointer has been used
(Fig. 2). In {a} two miniature positioning stages from Edmund Scientific (L38-531)
or (in {b}) a classical positioning via a microscope plate determines the x-y coordi-
nates of the laser spot on the silicon surface. For each x-y point the resolution is close
to 0.2 mm. The laser impinges orthogonal to the silicon surface and the spot area is
close to 1 mm2. The free device (uncovered and without sample) remains in still air.
The transmitted and the reflected laser beams are carefully suppressed. The output
signal, related to a Heaviside signal in steady state produced by the absorbed beam, is
greatly influenced by the photon-electron interactions4. This fast and bigger extrane-
ous effects can be avoided by storing the output signal after the input signal is sup-
pressed: the recombination and the storage phenomena related to the photon-electron
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Fig. 2 Left: outline of the experimental set-up based on XENSOR ‘Liquid Micro Calo-
rimeter LCM’ device and warming via a red laser beam. The output signal is digi-
tized using a Tektronix TDS 420 oscilloscope. a – b) section of LMC;
c) laser beam positioning on available the working surface of LMC. External PC
computer controls two gates [12] starting the laser on-off beam and the digitizing
command in the oscilloscope. Right: schematic LMC, rear surface; distribution of
heater (manufacturer resistance) and thermocouple junctions (scale in mm)

4 To avoid the extraneous photon-electron interactions, several coated chips (furnished by XENSOR)
are used without the complete disappearance of relevant photon-electron residual effects. Coating also
affects the device dynamics increasing the relaxation time.



effects disappear in 2 or 3 ms. In a free device the disappearance of thermal effects
needs some seconds (<6 s). The laser beam is modulated by one on-off computer con-
trolled signal.

Two different digitizing devices of the experimental calorimetric output are
used. The first one (sampling 0.0001 s) uses a Tektronix TDS 420 oscilloscope (in
{a}). The second one (sampling 0.001 s), for data acquisition and heater control uses
a plug-in PC interface board with ADC and DAC (in {b}). The experimental systems
are controlled via PC-computers. The fast sampling induces an unfavorable signal to
noise ratio. Using series of repetitive measurements, the noise can be reduced via ap-
propriate average.

In {b} the sensitivity z-dependence was determined in the case of a miniaturized
flow-through device [13]. It consists of a silicon chip as described above which is
covered by a squared plastic chip with a cylindrical cavity (4 mm diameter, 1.6 mm
thick) inside forming the reaction chamber (Fig. 3). The position dependence of the
heat sources is determined via small platinum coils (0.5 mm thickness) used as auxil-
iary heaters. Pt-coil was introduced into the reaction chamber at different distances
from the silicon membrane (0.25, 0.75, 1.25 mm). Each change of a heater needs a
complete disassemble and reassemble of the device. The chip assembly was mounted
into an aluminum block to smooth the room temperature fluctuations. As a sample
material, ethanol was filled into the reaction chamber before starting the measure-
ments. In the data acquisition and heater control the {b} the digitizing device is used.

Results

The first part of the analysis relates the heat exchange, via the laser signals directly in the
planar silicon device: the x-y or the radial effects. The return to the thermal Heaviside
signals, collected 2.5 ms after the laser-off, is position dependent. The sensitivity (or the
calibration constant) changes with the distance to the center with a nearly cylindrical
symmetry. For several positions of the laser spot, Fig. 4 shows the shape of Heaviside re-
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Fig. 3 The z-coordinate analysis in LCM derived devices. Schematic set-up used in liq-
uid–liquid measurements. The cover builds the mixing chamber; squared basis
close to 8×8 mm, thickness: 2 mm; a: section of silicon membrane (25 µm
thick); b: cover; c: mixing chamber with cylindrical shape, diameter: 4 mm,
thick: 1.6 mm; e and e’: inlet and outlet; R: heater by platinum wire (thickness:
0.5 mm; z-coordinate position (from silicon membrane): 0.25, 0.75 and
1.25 mm)



turns against the distance measured from the center of silicon surface. In Fig. 4, a relevant
change of the sensitivity with the laser spot position vs. the distance to the center is
clearly shown. From B to G curves the thermal Heaviside signal decreases from 2.1 to 0.2
mV. If the working circle is reduced to only 3 mm the extreme values of sensitivity
ranges from 2.1 to 0.9 mV. The effective sensitivity relates the effective surface used by
the dissipation. In other words, the sensitivity is a function of each actual configuration of
the device and/or of experimental measurement.

The shape factor

Figure 5 (left) shows the sensitivity (in reduced units) for several series of measure-
ments realized in different devices and with two available experimental systems. The
overall agreement (near 10%) shows ‘satisfactory’ reproducibility. In other words,
the change of the device does not modify the results. In Fig. 5 (right) only a subset of
sensitivity values, related to only one device, is used. Also, a roughly polynomial fit,
only dependent of the radius, is presented. The four-degree polynomial fit reads,

S(r) = a0+a1r+a2r
2+a3r

3+a4r
4 (1)

In this particular case, a1a3≈ 0
The fit permits an evaluation of the mean sensitivity Sm, related to a detection in-
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Fig. 4 Heaviside response curves (in voltage vs. time) averaged from digitized signals
by Tektronix oscilloscope. The signal (B to G) decreases with the distance to the
center (d). The arrow shows the number of signals averaged



SJ is the Joule sensitivity (or standard sensitivity) determined by using the
on-chip resistance provided by the manufacturer. In this rough approach the resis-
tance can be considered as an O-ring with radius rJ. S value is the relative sensitivity
at the radius rJ determined via the laser beam. SJ/S converts the relative units in the ex-
pected V W–1 determined by classical Joule calibration (using the on-chip resistance).

In general, a surface shape factor Fxy can be defined as,

Sm=FxySJ (3)

In a rough hypothesis (cylindrical symmetry), the radial shape factor Fr is de-
fined by,
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Using the four-degree polynomial, the mean sensitivity is
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The ‘radial’ shape factor Fr can be written as,
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Three-dimensional system: the z-dependence

This part of the analysis relates the position effect in the miniaturized flow device
outlined in Fig. 3. The device uses a closed chamber and the planar silicon thermo-
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Fig. 5 Laser beam observations. Relative sensitivity vs. the distance to center (mm).
Left: full and open dots, positioning effects via AD converter; + + + obtained via
digital oscilloscope. Right: polynomial fit



pile. The experimental observations relates the practical sensitivity with the effective
surface receiving heat and, obviously, with the actual heat power distribution. In the
three-dimensional device the used cover and the reactant (i.e. each substance) modi-
fies the heat path. The standard Joule resistance can be considered (the heater in
Fig. 2 right) as a squared thinned frame (side: 3.4 mm). The associate mean radius (rJ)
(circle with the same surface) can be approached to 1.92 mm. Assuming a heat trans-
fer from the liquid chamber (radius: 2 mm) plus a supplementary effect via the mas-
sive squared plastic cover (8×8 mm2) an effective radius of 3.5 mm needs to be con-
sidered. See, below, a tentative approach to match with the extrapolation for z=0. The
experimental sensitivity (2.26 V W–1, a point in Fig. 6) determined via the manufac-
turer resistance needs to be modified to 1.86 V W–1 (the + point in Fig. 6) with an esti-
mated uncertainty close to ±5%. The associated shape factor (Fr) value is 0.822 (ob-
tained via the ratio 1.86/2.26). The cover and contents induces relevant changes on
the sensitivity and, obviously, in the heat transfer. Their value in a free device – with-
out cover – is close to 2.58 V W–1.

Figure 6 shows the direct experimental results of the sensitivity vs. the z-axis
(chamber contents ethyl alcohol). Point ‘a’ relates the classical Joule or ‘standard’
Joule effect in the used configuration and in the on-chip resistance. 1, 2 and 3 are the
Joule sensitivity measurements deduced from the three-platinum wire resistance. The
z-effect (1, 2 and 3) creates, practically, a straight line. The extrapolation (to z=0,
+ point) does not match with the standard Joule (point ‘a’).

The volume shape factor F(V) and the standard Joule sensitivity determines the
volume ‘mean sensitivity’ S(V) via:

S(V)=F(V)SJ =FzFxySJ (7)
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity changes with the position of heater in the z-axis. o: standard sensitiv-
ity related to free device. a: standard sensitivity (2.26 V W–1) using cover and
content. 1, 2 and 3 experimental values (1.70, 1.44 and 1.21 V W–1) established
via the three platinum resistances. +: extrapolated value (1.86 V W–1) at z=0.
Associated shape factor value Fr close to 0.822 V W–1. The arrows show the ex-
pected uncertainty on the + value



In the radial approximation

S(V)=F(V)SJ =FzFrSJ (8)

Figure 6 shows that the z-action can be considered close to a linear effect. Their
mean value is practically similar to the point 2 situated in the center of the z-length
(from z=0 to z=1.6 mm). The Fz value remains close to 0.774 or, in this case, the ratio
between sensitivity in the point 2 divided by the sensitivity in the point + or
1.44/1.86. The value of F(V) (volume shape factor) is close to 0.636.

Conclusions

In nano-sized devices the standard calibration using a Joule calibration system fur-
nished by the manufacturer produces systematic errors. An evaluation of the position
effect via a laser beam and several Joule effects permits the determination of the vol-
ume shape factor F(V) and the formulation of two shape factors (Fxy and Fz) related to
surface and to z-axis. From the volume shape factor a reduction of systematic differ-
ences can be expected. In the used system, the volume shape factor induces relevant
changes (nearly 40%) in the standard Joule calibration.

Remark

Experimental measurements establish the existence of relevant changes on the sensitivity
with the heat source position and the experimental configuration. In other words, the
standard methods to determine the sensitivity, usually furnished by the manufacturer
(free device: 2.58 V W–1, with cover and containing ethanol: 1.86 V W–1), need to be im-
proved for each used configuration. In fact, the progressive reduction of the detecting sur-
face increases the systematic errors without shifts in statistical errors. The estimated un-
certainty on the shape factor relates the position errors on the measurements. For
instance, the resistance position is used to extrapolate at z=0. The uncertainty in
z-coordinate is close to 0.1 mm (points 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 6). Roughly the error on F(V) can
be estimated close to ±5%.
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